Moving to the Cloud – Solution Brief

Move to the
Cloud with
Confidence

WHY FIREMON?
Intelligent Policy
Automation safely and
effectively enforces
security policies and
reduce risk in your cloud
Performance at Scale
puts you control of your
private, public and hybrid
clouds from a single
console

Central security control
for expanding cloud
infrastructures

Open APIs puts you
inside your native cloud
security controls, with or
without a web-enabled
firewall

THE CHALLENGE: Adopt cloud infrastructure
without creating gaps in security.
Cloud infrastructure – both public and private – comes with
piles of security controls, proving the fact that clouds can
be secure. The trouble comes when enterprises neglect the
responsibility to configure cloud controls to mitigate risks
and maintain compliant.
While moving to cloud services, businesses find challenges
such as: limited visibility, changing business demands and
hackneyed cloud provisioning, to name a few. How do you
reduce security risk when the game keeps changing?
Specific challenges include:

Real-Time Monitoring
provides instant insight
into cloud controls, VPCs
and multicloud workloads

Policy Compute Engine
Only FireMon gives you the power
to design security policy for your
desired network state, automatically
translating your intent into the right
device rules.

•

Lack of visibility across cloud environments

•

Inability to detect changes to security controls or
validate compliance

Adaptive Controls

•

Inconsistent security controls without a unified
framework

•

Shadow IT with endless self-provisioning without
security

FireMon instantly adjusts
security controls to meet the new
infrastructure demands in seconds,
not weeks.

THE SOLUTION: Cloud Visibility and Automated Security Control
FireMon helps enterprises accelerate their cloud adoption with persistent security that
wraps your existing and future cloud infrastructure with airtight policies and controls.
FireMon’s automation and orchestration platform reaches into your cloud environment
and implements your security policy for precision configurations.
FireMon’s policy-based approach is without equal. Only FireMon orchestrates your
controls and sculpts the cloud to your desired state of security, adapting configurations
within the cloud context, always conforming to compliance and internal security goals.
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SOLUTION OVERVIEW
FireMon's Intelligence Policy Automation (IPA) is the only solution that orchestrates cloud security policies
MoveIntelligent
into the cloudPoli
withcy
fullAutomation
confidence that security
is coming with you. With FireMon, you have total
directly to your cloud native controls. With end-to-end automation, you waste no time securing your cloud and
keeping pace with cloud expansion.
visibility into cloud security controls, automated change
and policy push and vulnerability management
that pinpoints weaknesses in real-time. Your cloud is secure. Your cloud has FireMon.
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• Customizable ticket templates
• Multiple ticket templates with
unique workFlows supported
• Attachment support
• Integration with enterprise
ticketing systems

Reduce Time
Automate and
orchestrate cloud
controls in minutes
instead of weeks.

1

console for
every cloud
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Designing the Cloud
Control
• What cloud access does this
control allow?
• Does this cloud access
already exist?
• Which controls need to be
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Rule Automation

Process Automation

Collecting Access
Requirements

Review

Compliance Automation

Push Automation
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Manage
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Mgmt. Automation

Reviewing and Assess

Enforcing Security

Validating Controls

• What cloud security would be
violated?

• Automated cloud security
control

• Does design match cloud
security goal?

• Cloud security control
interference

• What effect is there on
compliance and risk?

• Did the security control have
the desired effect?

• User and machine behavior
and communication

• What is the risk score of this

• Document cloud security
control validation.

• Cloud control change

cloud control?

modified?

reduced time for cloud
control changes

Native Cloud
Control
Command security to
every last cloud security
control and VPC from a
single FireMon console.

notification
• Automated decommissioning
and deprovisioning

• Where should the cloud
control be placed?

70%

Real-Time Monitoring

Cloud Security
Assurance
Ongoing, continuous
security checks
throughout your public,
private and hybrid clouds.

90%
time saved on
audit prep

For more information or a free 30-day product evaluation, visit www.firemon.com

100%
cloud configuration
assurance

Audit Time
When all cloud
controls are matched to
compliance standards,
your cloud is always
audit-ready.

